This year the full-time MBA Class of 2020 supported a “your gift, your choice” campaign model. Students could contribute to any fund at the Tepper School. This new model allows students to focus on supporting areas they care about at the School, including but not limited to: clubs, the Accelerate Leadership Center, MBA Fellowships, the Community and Inclusion Fund, and the Tepper School Annual Fund. In all, the class supported 13 funds (not counting individual club contributions).

**CLASS GIFT COMMITTEE**
Ankush Batra, Kshitija Deshpande, Joshua Eisen, Alejandra Lobo Rodriguez, Kyungmin Noh, Maike Reutler, Joshua Rowan, Daniel Ryave, Aaron Sharp

**CLASS GIFT CO-CHAIRS**
Jenna Berkowitz and David Turner

**CLASS GIFT CHAIR**
Sarah Morcos

**CLASS GIFT COMMITTEE**
Allison Braund-Harris, Patricia Cobleigh, Patrick Good, Nicole Rutherford

*First Part-Time Online Hybrid class to reach 100% participation*